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Information to guardians regarding
teaching in Dibbers primary schools
As for teaching in our operations today, based on high absenteeism
We will arrange teaching for students who stay home because of
concerns about serious complications for the student or for a relative.
Student will be able to follow teaching buy doing work at home and
they will be supported by their teachers.
It will be carried out in different ways at our schools, you get
information about how your school will work through Infomentor.
For the students who are in school, teaching is provided as usual.
As a parent, you are an important person to support your child in homeschooling.

Possible compensation for missed teaching time
The school has a responsibility to provide students with the education
they are entitled to and, as far as possible, give students in different
situations the opportunity to meet the knowledge requirements. Based
on the current situation in society, we may offer teaching during the
summer holidays, on Saturdays and Sundays or alternatively add more
teaching hours during the next academic year.
Decisions about it will be made later in the spring when we know how
this has affected us and our students. For those students who are
currently in grade 9, one of the first two alternatives applies when the
teachers do not have sufficient data to make assessments or when
students need more time and support.

Possible closure of school
If for some reason, for example, that we have too high absenteeism of
teachers or following the decision of an infection prevention physician,
and need to close a school, the government has opened an increased
flexibility in how teaching can be conducted. If it becomes relevant to
close one of our schools, we can offer distance education. All our
schools have a plan for how to do it. Distance learning will take place via
the internet in different ways. The new regulation on distance education
can only be used in closing.

